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Abstract. The development of the network and the application of information technology makes the enterprise to establish the enterprise information system, when the information system is applied to the finance department, the accounting information system can develop and implement the business integration enterprise financial department and other departments, makes the financial department become the core of the enterprise. In order to ensure that accounting information is reliable, it is necessary to have a set of corresponding system to control, and the system environment has a lot of contact with the outside world, therefore, the internal control of accounting information system should be based on the network environment, this paper is based on the background to study the internal control of accounting information system under the network environment, and OPM3 model in an enterprise as a concrete case to analysis, to further verify the rationality of the model set.

Introduction
The progress of modern science and technology promoted the rapid development of computer technology, network technology support for the computer is widely used to provide a wider platform, with the trend of the technology constantly updated, accounting work, there is a new situation, the accounting information has become the development trend of the accounting work. Accounting information system for the accounting personnel has brought a lot of convenient, but at the same time, convenient behind is not perfect, there are some risks [1-2]. Therefore, in order to ensure that the accounting information system can run normally, needs by continuously grope for perfecting the system of internal control of accounting information system, in order to satisfy the business enterprise development, better avoid risks.

For an enterprise as a whole, the effect of internal control is to standardize enterprise's daily operation, guarantee the stability of enterprise to run effectively, improve the management level of enterprises, therefore, in order to guarantee the normal operation of the financial department, and pay much attention to the internal control of accounting information system will need to. Timely adjust enterprise according to the change of the external environment of internal control system, to ensure that the accounting information is reliable, can provide valuable information for enterprise managers, it also enables managers to make better decisions for enterprise in time [3]. This article first introduces the relevant research on internal control of accounting information system at home and abroad, then starting from the five elements of internal control, through analyzing the characteristics of the internal control of accounting information system, introducing the organizational project management maturity model (OPM3), and finally build a key indicators for the accounting information system internal control, for the enterprise internal control evaluation provides a new train of thought.

Related theory of OPM3
OPM3 is a detailed annotation according to best practices and the ability of knowledge, the framework of evaluation and improvement process, to help the organization measure its single project management, project management and the implementation of the project portfolio management level, and improve their maturity [4]. OPM3 with the single project, project and
portfolio management level domain structure, to represent the actual business of mixture, the degree of control and increasing the complexity of the complex, hierarchical domain also became construct the basic dimensions of OPM3 best practices. Each level of the domain business is mixed degree of variation with the organization's strategic measures and operating process of the complexity of the corresponding [5].

As a descriptive framework, OPM3 describes the effective management methods and processes in the field of project management features, it follows the basic principles, namely, each method and the process relies on one or more of the following skills or qualifications, and the skills and qualifications are can be measured and evaluated. The maturity of continuous spectrum represents a linear notice mature approach of gradual process. Through a review of enterprise maturity, can find out enterprise already have best practices, and not have to determine improvement direction and improvement focus, to provide support and guarantee the realization of the organization's strategic goals. Combined in this paper, the research of the internal control of accounting information system under the network environment, the increasing improvement of the level of process, is also the enterprise accounting information system and perfecting internal control process [6]. With the demand of this article, we will be the first dimension is divided into five level gradient, OPM3 model of the relationship between each level is shown in figure 1.

![Figure 1. Gradient level of OPM3](image)

### Construction of accounting information system internal control OPM3 model

Accounting information system of internal control system consists of six parts: target, planning, development control, operation control, risk control, evaluation of control in this paper, first of all, the five elements of internal control as the basic control elements of the five basic elements as the starting point, and then determine the control points of the five elements, and then on the basis of various control points, respectively, to determine the control objectives, the specific process as shown in figure 3.

![Figure 2. Accounting information system internal control](image)
specific list, find out the influence factors of concrete, according to the influence degree of these factors, to endow them with different proportion, then according to the degree of the influence of the five elements of internal control, calculate the level of internal control, which can clearly know the internal control system of the enterprise are in what kind of level. Finally according to the result of calculation, layer upon layer analysis, find out the drawbacks and improvement opinions are put forward.

**Evaluation research of accounting information system internal control based on OPM3 model**

After OPM3 model of accounting information system is established, and then we determine the accounting information system internal control the five element to the specific control points, and then to evaluate an enterprise for specific. Due to the five elements of internal control of accounting information system of internal control is the influence degree of the whole range, and it is difficult to differentiate clear boundaries, ambiguity exists, so we adopt fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to evaluate. The following to the evaluation method and do some simple introduction, using fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is mainly because the general evaluation method are focused on qualitative evaluation, subjectivity is too strong, the lack of scientific, and fuzzy analysis method will change the qualitative appraisal to quantitative evaluation, effectively avoid the problem. The concrete evaluation index is shown in figure 3.

![Figure 3. Evaluation indicators of accounting information system internal control based on OPM3 model](image)

By evaluation of enterprise to communicate with the related departments before evaluation work, enables the evaluation to gain support and cooperate with relevant departments, ensure the evaluation work to develop smoothly. When the evaluation scheme, it will evaluation plan issued to each department, at the same time, each department should arrange evaluation staff supervision, the...
results of the survey, by department head sign the papers of the evaluation work, to ensure the reliable of the evaluation work. Sorting summary will collect good evaluation data, and verify the authenticity of the collected data, according to OPM3 model, comparing the information needed to sort out the needed information, analysis and evaluation, the final evaluation report by the conclusion, namely enterprise's stage of evaluation grades.

**Conclusion**

This article through to the internal control of accounting information system under the network environment, the accounting information system of internal control to quantify, combining with the organizational project management maturity model of accounting information system internal control OPM3 model is put forward, make the accounting information system of internal control can also be quantitatively evaluation. On the five elements of internal control is explained after respectively, selected the each factor to the implementation of quantitative index and control points, and then to analysis of each control point. Accounting information system internal control with organizational project management maturity model (OPM3 model) to research and analysis, makes the study of the internal control method from qualitative research to quantitative research, the evaluation results can directly show more, at the same time also convenient information demanders understanding of enterprise accounting information system internal control.
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